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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a vertical lift
storage system comprising a storage rack configured to
store load units and a lift system with an upwardly and
downwardly movable carrier structure. The carrier struc-
ture is also denoted a lift or an elevator within the technical
area. The carrier structure is configured to carry multiple
load units at respective sections and with first transpor-
tation means configured to insert and withdraw respec-
tive load units into and from the storage rack.
[0002] Generally, a load item is known as a tote or a
load supporting element, a box or a container. The par-
ticular type of load item is selected in dependence of what
goods it is intended to store. Often the goods are piec-
es/elements or tubs or pots or parcels, but it may also be
powder or liquids. A load item may be a box e.g. with a
rectangular bottom, sides and an upward opening, it may
be provided with a lid; or a tray with only slightly raised
edges; or a substantially flat board or any other element
suitable for carrying the goods to be stored in the storage
rack and suitable for being handled and moved by the
transportation means. The load item may be made from
plastics such as PVC, metal, wood, or any combination
thereof.

Related prior art

[0003] US2010/0307989 discloses a storage rack with
a transport device in the form of an elevator. The storage
rack is configured with two opposing cabinet structures
with an elevator shaft between them. The cabinet struc-
tures have side walls and container supports disposed
in pairs on opposite side walls of a cabinet to form storage
locations for containers. An elevator that has a width,
spanning the full width of the cabinets, can move up and
down in the elevator shaft and is configured with a slide
that can move along the width of the elevator and carry
containers on the slide side-by-side. The containers can
be unloaded from the slide and placed into their storage
positions or removed from the storage positions and load-
ed onto the slide. In an embodiment the cabinets are
eight container columns wide and the slide is four con-
tainers wide. The storage rack is arranged as a tower
and one of the cabinets comprises an opening that is as
wide as the slide and is positioned at a lower portion of
the tower where an operator can access goods stored in
the containers.
[0004] This storage rack suffers from problems related
to deflection of the elevator carrying the slide since the
elevator spans a greater length. Low deflection is desired
since it gives a precise, reliable and thus fast mechanical
system, but it comes at a very high cost and with a very
heavy construction. Thus an undesired trade-off comes
with this storage rack and its transport device. Further,
this prior art storage rack suffers from a lack of efficiency
in bringing the containers forth and back from their stor-
age positions. Document US4838749 discloses a vertical

lift storage system according to the preamble of claim 1.

Summary

[0005] The present invention is defined by a vertical lift
storage system and a method of operating a carrier struc-
ture in a vertical lift storage system as stated in the ap-
pended claim 1 and 9 respectively. Preferred embodi-
ments of the invention are defined by the appended
claims 2-8 and 10-15. There is provided a vertical lift com-
prising an upwardly and downwardly movable carrier
structure, wherein the carrier structure is configured with
a carrier floor for carrying multiple load units at respective
multiple sections thereof and with first transportation
means configured to insert and withdraw respective load
units into and from the storage rack. The carrier structure
is configured with second transportation means for shift-
ing load units sideways across the carrier floor between
its sections.
[0006] Consequently, collection of multiple load units
stored in the outermost columns at respective vertical
rack positions above one another can be performed very
efficiently. For instance, the carrier structure can with-
draw a first load unit from a rightmost column of the rack
at a first vertical level to load it onto its rightmost section,
then it can shift that load unit one or more sections to the
left, move one or more vertical levels up or down and
withdraw a second load unit from the rightmost column
of the rack onto its rightmost section. Then the carrier
structure, carrying the first and second load unit, can trav-
el to a feed opening for the first load unit or goods stored
therein to be unloaded or conveyed to another machine.
This improves efficiency of a vertical lift storage system
in terms of the time it takes to store or retrieve load units.
[0007] An order is a request for storing or retrieving
one or more load items. A full order is a request for as
many load items as the carrier unit can carry at the same
time (typically with all if its sections loaded). The opera-
tions performed by the vertical lift system from when the
carrier structure is empty (not carrying any load units)
until it has delivered a full order at the feed opening is
sometimes denoted a retrieve cycle. Likewise, a storage
cycle includes the operations from departing the feed
opening with a full load of load items until all load items
are stored in the rack.
[0008] There are various situations where the ability to
shift load units sideways (laterally) on the carrier structure
between its sections improves efficiency. For instance
when an order involves multiple load items stored in the
same outermost columns at different vertical levels or, in
case the carrier structure serves opposing racks at either
side or the carrier structure, an order involves two load
items stored in the opposing columns at the same vertical
position.
[0009] In some embodiments a vertical lift system com-
prises opposing storage racks where the lift is arranged
with its carrier structure moving upwardly and downward-
ly in a shaft (elevator shaft) disposed between the op-
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posing storage racks. The first transportation means are
then configured to bidirectionally (forwardly or backward-
ly) insert and withdraw respective load units into and from
either of the opposing storage racks or opposing sections
of a storage rack. Thus the first storage means can ex-
tend in a forward direction to withdraw or insert a load
unit from/to a storage rack or a section thereof in the
forward direction; additionally the first transportation
means may be configured to extend in a backward direc-
tion to withdraw or insert a load unit from/to a storage
rack or a section thereof in the backward direction relative
to the carrier structure.
[0010] The carrier structure can carry multiple load
items side-by-side at the same time at respective sec-
tions, which may also be denoted spaces or portions.
The first and second transportation means moves the
load items mainly in a horizontal plane relative to the
carrier structure. However, the first transportation means
comprise means to raise or lower the first transportation
means in order to overcome friction between a load item
and its support (in the form of a shelf, a bracket, or the
first and/or second transportation means) where it is
(temporarily) placed.
[0011] In an embodiment multiple sections of the car-
rier structure are equipped with the first means to insert
and withdraw respective load units into and from the stor-
age rack and with the second means to shift load units
sideways on the carrier structure from one of its section
to another. In some embodiments each section is
equipped the first and second transportation means. The
first and second transportation means of a respective
section can be selectively or individually controlled such
that different sections can perform individual transporta-
tion operations. For instance at a first section a load unit
is retrieved (loaded onto the section) while at a second
section a load unit is shifted one or more sections in the
sideways direction to give space for another load unit.
Also, multiple sections (e.g. all sections) of the carrier
structure can simultaneously (or nearly simultaneously)
insert and/or withdraw load items. The latter is convenient
e.g. in connection with loading or offloading the full load
of the carrier structure e.g. at a feed opening for placing
the full load at a counter where an operator, robot or
vehicle can access the load items. Alternatively, for plac-
ing the full load at conveyor that can transport the load
items to another vertical lift system or another machine
e.g. a machine for packaging the load items of goods
stored therein. A reverse order of operations to store load
items may equally well take place.
[0012] In some other embodiments, the first transpor-
tation means are configured to move across sections in
the sideways direction to serve one section at a time. In
some embodiments, multiple of such first transportation
means that can move across sections are employed on-
board the same carrier structure.
[0013] Generally, the second transportation means
has support faces that support and moves the load items
at a fixed horizontal level relative to the carrier structure

when the carrier structure is in normal operation. The first
transportation means are configured to move slightly be-
low the fixed horizontal level and/or slightly above to
lift/leave or push/draw the load item to perform the in-
serting and withdrawing of respective load units into and
from the storage rack. The second transportation means
(which can be rollers) can then be attached to the carrier
structure by means of a bearing with a fixed position al-
lowing the second transportation means to rotate or os-
cillate in two or three dimensions.
[0014] In an embodiment, the first and second trans-
portation means are integrated to transport a load item
in dual orthogonal directions. This may be accomplished
by means of sliding rollers that extendable along their
longitudinal axis to insert or withdraw a load item into or
from the storage rack, where the rollers perform the side-
ways shift. Alternatively, by means of telescopic arms
with support faces that telescopically extends to insert or
withdraw a load item into or from the storage rack and
vibrates in an oscillating manner to stepwise move the
load item.
[0015] In some embodiments the carrier structure is a
frame with longitudinal lateral elements or beams made
from a metal profile. The lateral elements are intercon-
nected by transverse bracing elements also made from
a metal profile. The carrier structure is attached to a hoist
mechanism.
[0016] In some embodiments the hoist mechanism
comprises an electrical motor, a drive shaft with a belt
pulley, a reel or a toothed wheel to drive a belts, cable
or chain attached to the carrier structure for moving it
upwardly and downwardly. In some embodiments one,
two, three, four or more belts, cables or chains are at-
tached to hoist the carrier structure. In some embodi-
ments, vertical guide rails are employed to prevent the
carrier structure from reeling and/or tilting. Alternative
hoist mechanisms can be of the hydraulic or pneumatic
type employing sliding cylinders to effectuate the up-
wards or downwards movement. Such hoist mechanisms
are well-known in the art.
[0017] In some embodiments the second transporta-
tion means are configured with multiple drive means for
driving respective multiple sections individually from one
another and/or in synchronism. Consequently, load units
can be individually shifted sideways and the same direc-
tion or in opposite direction or some can be shifted while
one or more other load units are standing still. This greatly
improves flexibility and efficiency of a vertical lift storage
system. In some embodiments the first transportation
means are configured with multiple drive means for in-
serting and withdrawing load units from/to respective
sections individually from one another in synchronism.
In this way load units can be retrieved or inserted one-
by-one or more at a time.
[0018] The first transportation means are configured
with drive means for raising and lowering load units on
respective sections in synchronism relative to the carrier
floor. Thereby, since a simpler drive, lifting all load units
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on the carrier floor at the same time, can be utilized man-
ufacturing costs can be reduced.
[0019] The drive means comprises any configuration
that can perform the above functions and may comprise
a controller for an electrical motor and/or an electrical
motor and/or mechanical gear and/or mechanical shafts,
spindles, tooth-racks, belts, chains or any combination
thereof. Suitable embodiments are described with refer-
ence to the drawings.
[0020] In some embodiments the first transportation
means has a transversely displaceable unit operating in
concert with a lift and/or clutch mechanism to perform
the inserting and withdrawing of respective load contain-
ers. According to the invention, the second transportation
means has rollers to perform the shifting of load contain-
ers sideways on the carrier structure between sections.
[0021] Thereby a relatively simple mechanical con-
struction that enables movement of the load items in both
the transverse and sideways (lateral) direction is provid-
ed. The rollers are disposed transverse to the carrier
structure to rotate about their longitudinal axis. One, two
or more rollers are disposed between two neighbouring
first transportation means. The first transportation means
are elongated (and arranged parallel to the rollers) to
accommodate movement to insert and withdraw respec-
tive load units into and from the storage rack in a trans-
verse direction. The first transportation means are con-
figured as a lifting type which is lowered slightly below a
load unit to leave the load while it slides below or slightly
raised to lift a load unit and thereby to insert or withdraw
a load unit.
[0022] In some embodiments a roller is configured as
an elongated cylinder (possibly divided into sections). It
may have a depression reducing its diameter and fitted
to give space for a drive belt driving the roller by a motor.
In some embodiments multiple parallel rollers are driven
by a drive belt extending in a loop to drive the rollers and
to take a path below the first transportation means (taking
a w-like path). Thereby multiple rollers can be driven by
a single motor without a drive mechanism thereby being
in the way for the second transportation means. Alterna-
tively, rollers may be driven by respective motors e.g.
disposed within the respective rollers.
[0023] According to the invention, the first transporta-
tion means are configured with a support face; a tele-
scopic arm configured to move the support face in and
out, and means to lower and raise the support face rel-
ative to the carrier structure.
[0024] Thereby the first transportation means are con-
figured as a lifting type which is lowered slightly below a
load unit to leave the load while it slides below or is slightly
raised to lift a load unit and thereby to insert or withdraw
a load unit. This configuration can give a gentle handling
of the load units since they are only to a limited extent
exposed to drag and thus frictional wear.
[0025] In some embodiments, the first transportation
means at a given section is configured with one telescop-
ic arm with a respective support face to carry (i.e. insert

or withdraw) one load item at a time. In other embodi-
ments, two or more support faces may be moved by re-
spective telescopic arms operated synchronously to
transport a (single) load item. For instance two arms are
moved synchronously to transport one load item. There-
by the first transport means have an improved sideways
stability. Such two or more arms can be operated syn-
chronously by driving them with common drive means
(such as a motor). Alternatively, by driving their respec-
tive drive means synchronously.
[0026] The support face may be made from a metal
sheet with a flat shape, an L-shape, an upturned U-shape
or any other suitable shape. The support face may have
longitudinal or transverse ribs for reinforcing the support
face or for increasing or decreasing friction against load
units. The support face may have a painted surface or a
coated surface e.g. coated with an anti-slip coating.
[0027] The telescopic arm may have one or more e.g.
three arm sections where one arm section is attached to
the carrier structure (optionally via mounting frame), a
second arm section is attached to the support face and
a third (or more) arm section(s) interconnect(s) the first
and second arm section in a way to allow the arm to
perform a telescopic extension and contraction. The third
(and optionally more sections) allows the support face to
be fully outstretched beyond lateral elements of the car-
rier structure.
[0028] The telescopic arm is configured to bring the
support face and any load item it may carry from a first
extended position to a central position (on the carrier
structure) and to a second extended position (opposite
the first extended position). Thereby the telescopic arm
can serve two opposing storage racks (or a storage rack
and a feed opening; or a lateral conveyor and a feed
opening; or other combinations thereof) on either side of
the elevator shaft where the carrier structure moves up
and down.
[0029] The support face may be raised or lowered by
a mechanism on the telescopic arm, i.e. relative to the
telescopic arm. Alternatively, the telescopic arm is at-
tached to a mechanism for raising or lowering the tele-
scopic arm with the support face. In an embodiment the
arm is attached pivotally and eccentrically to one or more
wheels coupled to rotate by the drive of a motor. In an
embodiment, the support face is kept horizontal and in
another the support face is tilted slightly.
[0030] In some embodiments the carrier structure
comprises first and second elongated lateral elements;
and the first transportation means are configured with a
travelling clutch configured for engaging or disengaging
with a load container and for travelling in direction trans-
verse to the elongated lateral elements.
[0031] The clutch is configured to catch, grip or engage
with a load unit or a mechanism thereon complementary
with the clutch. Such a complementary mechanism can
be a downwardly extending flange or edge, a downwardly
or upwardly extending cavity, an area sufficiently strong
or reinforced to withstand physical contact with the clutch
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when it engages to move the load item. Correspondingly,
the clutch is configured to release or disengage with the
load unit.
[0032] The clutch can move transverse to the carrier
structure below a load unit to change position from one
side of the carrier structure to the other. The clutch can
be raised and/or engaged to bring the load unit along e.g.
by rotating the clutch between a raised position and a
lowered position which may be about 90 degrees apart
or more or less e.g. 100 or 110 degrees or 80 or 70 de-
grees. The clutch may be in the form of a rotatable or
risible arm or tongue.
[0033] The clutch may be moved back and forth from
one side of the carrier structure to the other by a spindle
or tooth rack that extends in the transverse direction.
[0034] In some embodiments the carrier structure
comprises first and second elongated lateral elements,
where the first and second transportation means are dis-
posed transverse to the lateral elements, and where a
first and second of the first transportation means are dis-
posed with one or more second transportation means in
between.
[0035] This makes it possible to configure the carrier
structure with the first and second transportation means
according to size and shape of the load items to be han-
dled by the system. For instance, as many rollers as
needed may be disposed between the first transportation
means.
[0036] In general, the carrier structure has a payload
area whereon it can carry the load items. This payload
area roughly has a size corresponding to the area occu-
pied by all those load items that can be loaded onto the
carrier structure at the same time. The payload area is
divided into a respective number of sections. Thus a sec-
tion has an area substantially equalling the foot print of
a load container plus any clearance space between them
to allow a straight transverse insertion into or withdrawal
from the storage rack. The payload area may be larger
than this area. The carrier structure may have an area
larger than the payload area.
[0037] In some embodiments a carrier structure is con-
figured to carry 4, 6, 8, 9, 16 or any other number of load
items and it has a respective number of sections.
[0038] In some embodiments the vertical lift storage
system comprises multiple self-supporting units with a
frame carrying the first transportation means and the sec-
ond transportation means.
[0039] One unit per section can be employed on the
carrier structure and provides a modular construction of
the carrier structure with its first and second transporta-
tion means. In some embodiments the unit comprises
the drive means for moving the first and second trans-
portation means. In an embodiment a unit comprises two
telescopic arms with respective support faces and three
rollers (or three sets of rollers)
[0040] In some embodiments the transportation
means are arranged in an array of sections; the first trans-
portation means of a respective section can be in a first

mechanical state wherein it is engaged for moving a re-
spective load container and a second mechanical state
where it is disengaged from the respective load contain-
er; where a transition from the first mechanical state to
the second mechanical state takes place while a respec-
tive load container is situated on the respective section;
and where the respective load container is leaved by the
first transportation means in contact with the second
transportation means for the load container to be moved
by frictional contact.
[0041] Thereby the second transportation means can
be attached to the carrier structure or a mounting frame
or the like without a (suspension) mechanism for raising
or lowering the second transportation means. Thus, the
second transportation means can be brought into fric-
tional contact with a load item by controlling the first trans-
portation means.
[0042] In some embodiments each section comprises
guides that are configured to keep the load unit in place
when it is moved in the transverse direction; where the
guides are controllably raised or lowered.
[0043] In some embodiments the guides are config-
ured like a fence or cushion that can be raised during
transverse movement of the load item and lowered e.g.
during longitudinal movement of the load item. A tenden-
cy of a load item to go askew about its upright axis (i.e.
in a horizontal plane) when it is inserted or withdrawn
can be corrected by the guide to bring it onto the carrier
structure along a substantially straight path. The guide
may serve a similar purpose when the load item is insert-
ed. In some embodiments one or more guides are mount-
ed with (on) a self-supporting unit and/or between self-
supporting units.
[0044] In some embodiments the vertical lift storage
system comprises a cover enclosing the vertical lift sys-
tem configured to shield off the interior of the system from
undesired interference; said cover comprising a first feed
opening extending in the longitudinal direction and a sec-
ond feed opening in the transverse direction.
[0045] The cover is configured to prevent people in vi-
cinity of the vertical lift storage system from accidentally
getting injured by moving parts of the system i.e. for safe-
ty reasons. The cover may also protect goods stored in
the system from being picked in an unauthorized way. In
some embodiments the cover is made of metal sheets.
Alternatively, the cover may be made from a woven or
non-woven fabric, adhered fibres being of a synthetic,
natural or a composite material.
[0046] In some embodiments the first feed opening is
disposed in the range from half a meter to two meters
above a floor level. In some embodiments a counter is
disposed in front of the first feed opening for a human
operator to access the load items. The counter may have
a horizontally oriented desktop. Further, the counter may
be provided with means for inclining the desktop down-
wardly towards the operator to ease his/hers access to
the load items.
[0047] In some embodiments the second feed opening
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is disposed at the side of the vertical lift storage system
to face an end portion of the carrier structure when it is
vertically positioned therefore. Such a feed opening is
suitable for conveying load items from the carrier struc-
ture and onto an external machine which may be another
vertical lift storage system, a conveyor or another type
of machine and/or vehicle.
[0048] Generally, ’pick-from’ load items are load items
retrieved from the storage rack and containing goods to
retrieve from the storage. An order may list pieces of
goods stored in different ’pick-from’ load items. Whereas
pieces listed in an order to retrieved from the storage and
put into a ’pick-to’ load item which is then output for ship-
ping or transport to another local or global destination.
’Pick-to load’ items may also be partially full load items.
In an embodiment pick-from load items are delivered by
the carrier structure at a counter at one side of the first
feed opening whereas (empty) pick-to load items are de-
livered at the counter at the other side of first feed open-
ing. When a pick-to load item is ready for transport, it is
retrieved from the counter and conveyed out via the sec-
ond feed opening. Thereby a human operator does not
need to make repeated twisting movements with his body
when alternately accessing pick-from and pick-to load
items.
[0049] In some embodiments the storage rack com-
prises brackets configured with a back fitting and a sup-
port structure, where the support structure is configured
to carry at least one load item; and a back wall configured
with a support structure or interconnection means for
complementary interconnection with the back fitting for
carrying the brackets and load items stored therein.
[0050] Configuration of the rack system with brackets
and a back wall carrying the brackets provides a flexible
storage rack. In some embodiments the back wall is con-
figured with the support structure or interconnection
means arranged in a modular structure. The modular
structure has a modular size in a vertical direction. The
modular size may correspond to the height of a load item
or the height of the bracket plus a certain vertical clear-
ance space. The modular size may also be greater than
or less than that modular size. The configuration of the
rack system with brackets may provide improved flexi-
bility for handling load items of varying height and/or
width.
[0051] In some embodiments the support structure of
the back wall comprises vertical and/or horizontal metal
profiles that are extruded or bent or pressed from metal
sheet. In some embodiment the back wall is made of
plates with an undulating structure (e.g. a so-called tra-
peze plate or other profile structure). In some embodi-
ments the back wall comprises interconnection means
that comprise holes (with a shape that is e.g. circular,
oblong or rectangular) arranged in vertical columns. Cor-
respondingly, the interconnection means of the brackets
may comprise pins or hooks to securely and detachably
suspend the bracket on the back wall.
[0052] In some embodiments the brackets are made

of pressed metal plate in an L-shape forming the support
structure as a bottom portion or flange supporting a load
item (at one of its sides) and a side portion with the back
fitting. Left and right, L-shaped brackets can be provided.
In some embodiments the bracket is T-shaped (upturned
T) to support a load item on both of its sides.
[0053] Generally, the load items are stored in orderly
or straight columns and at least to some extend in layers,
storeys or vertical levels with fixed or variable mutual
vertical spacing.
[0054] In some embodiments the storage rack com-
prises multiple interior walls and brackets; where the in-
terior walls and the brackets are configured for attaching
the brackets to the interior wall in order to provide side-
ways support for carrying the load items.
[0055] Such embodiments are expedient in that the in-
terior walls can carry a relatively high load and in that the
brackets in an expedient way can transfer the downwards
force from the weight of the load items to the walls. The
brackets can be attached to the wall by conventional me-
chanical mounting or suspension mechanisms.
[0056] In some embodiments the vertical lift storage
system comprises a shelf with a recess fitted to telescopic
arms or lifting means.
[0057] The one or more recesses makes it possible to
extend telescopic arms in and under the load item and
raise the arm or a support face thereof to lift the load item
off the shelf and to lower the arm to place the load item
on the shelf.
[0058] Such a shelf may be configured to carry multiple
load items side-by-side e.g. two, four, five, eight or any
other number of load items. In some embodiments the
shelf is attached to exterior walls of the storage rack, an
interior wall and/or a back wall of the storage rack. In
some embodiments the shelf is reinforced to counteract
deflection from the weight of the load items. The rein-
forcement may comprise longitudinal and/or transverse
profiles e.g. of metal. In some embodiments the shelf is
made from metal.
[0059] In some embodiments the storage rack com-
prises a conveyor to shift load containers sideways on
the conveyor, and where the conveyor is disposed such
that the first transportation means can insert and with-
draw load items onto and from the conveyor when the
carrier structure is in vertical level with the conveyor.
[0060] Thereby it is possible to transport load items
from one vertical lift storage system to another via the
conveyor. This improves flexibility in terms of the way
pieces of goods are distributed (stored) in the systems.
An operator operating a first system may access load
items of another system via such a conveyor. This may
reduce the extent of manual operations (he/she doesn’t
have to walk from one system to the other to operate that
and then walk back). In some embodiments two or more
systems are arranged as neighbouring systems with a
straight conveyor interconnecting them.
[0061] The storage rack occupies a rack area and the
carrier structure runs up and down in an elevator shaft
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occupying a lift area. The conveyor is disposed at a cer-
tain vertical level or at a certain storey within the rack
area. In some embodiments the conveyor is disposed at
a lower level e.g. at the same level as the counter but in
an opposing rack or below the counter or at any other
level. The conveyer comprises rollers which may be dis-
posed at a distance to give clearance for telescopic arms
of the first transportation means. In some embodiments
the load items are moved onto the conveyor and retrieved
there from by means of the first transportation means.
[0062] In some embodiments the storage system com-
prises a first and second vertical lift storage system and
a transmission section disposed at a vertical level to con-
vey load containers between respective carrier struc-
tures of the first and second vertical lift storage system
when they are vertically aligned with the transmission
section.
[0063] The transmission section may provide a bridge
(transmission section) for load items supplied by a first
carrier structure and received by a second carrier struc-
ture of the respective systems. The load items are con-
veyed across respective end portions of the carrier struc-
tures in a longitudinal direction. In some embodiments
the transmission section comprises idle rollers or driven
rollers or a belt conveyor or some type of extractor shaft
or a table.
[0064] The carrier floor may be embodied in various
ways; for instance when the first transport means are
rollers and the second transport means are telescopic
arms with a platform, the floor is constituted by those
portions thereof carrying load items when they are dis-
posed thereon. The carrier floor is a structure whereon
load items can be moved by the first and second transport
means and be carried/placed in a substantially horizontal
position. There is also provided a method of operating a
carrier structure in a vertical lift storage system as stated
in claim 9.
[0065] In some embodiments the method comprises:
activating first transportation means a further time to with-
draw a second load unit from the predetermined column
in the storage rack and place it on the respective section
on a carrier floor of the carrier structure.
[0066] In some embodiments the method comprises:
moving the carrier structure to a second vertical level,
different from the first vertical level, to perform withdraw-
ing of the second load unit from the second vertical level.
[0067] In some embodiments the method comprises:
performing the activation of the first drive means and the
activation of the second drive means of respective sec-
tions contemporaneously while third drive means of a
third section to shift a load unit sideways are controlled
to stand still.
[0068] In some embodiments the method comprises:
raising a stop element at one side of a destination section
such that it remains in a raised position while a load unit
is moved sideways, from the opposite side, to that des-
tination section.
[0069] There is also provided a computer loaded with

a programme for performing the above method and a
computer-readable medium encoded with a programme
for performing the method when run by a computer. A
person skilled in the art will know how to prepare such a
programme and how to connect the computer with ap-
propriate sensors and actuators to implement the above
method given in the present specification.

Brief description of the figures

[0070]

fig. 1 shows a vertical lift storage system;
fig. 2 shows the first and second transportation
means configured as a unit;
fig. 3 shows the first transportation means with arms
extended to one side and the second transportation
means;
fig. 4 shows arms of the first transportation means
extended to the other side;
fig. 5 shows different views of the first and second
transportation means;
fig. 6 shows the transportation means with guides;
fig. 7 shows an embodiment of the vertical lift com-
prising rollers and a movable clutch;
fig. 8 shows an embodiment of the vertical lift in con-
nection with a load/unload table;
fig. 9 shows multiple vertical lift storage systems with
respective vertical lifts;
fig. 10 shows multiple vertical lift storage systems
with a cover that has a front opening and a sideways
opening;
fig. 11 shows multiple vertical lift storage systems
with a horizontal conveyor system;
fig. 12 shows a front view of a storage rack and a
carrier structure;
fig. 13 illustrates in a front-view different loading sit-
uations; insert and withdraw operations; and side-
ways shifting operations;
fig. 14 illustrates in a top-view different loading situ-
ations; insert and withdraw operations; and side-
ways shifting operations; and
fig. 15 shows a flowchart for a method of operating
a carrier structure in a vertical lift storage system.

Detailed description

[0071] Fig. 1 shows a vertical lift storage system. Fig.
1a is a perspective view; fig. 1b is a first side view; fig.
1c is a second side view and fig. 1d is a top view.
[0072] The vertical lift storage system is generally des-
ignated by reference numeral 101. It comprises a frame
structure 102 with vertical and horizontal metal profiles
103; 104. The system 101 comprises a storage rack sec-
tion 105 that stores some load items 106. The storage
rack 105 comprises brackets 107 supporting the load
items 106. The storage rack 105 is configured to store
the load items in straight columns at equally spaced lev-
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els. The storage rack 105 is disposed on either side of
an elevator shaft wherein the carrier structure 108 is up-
wardly and downwardly movable. Only the distant rack
section contains load items in this view.
[0073] A hoist mechanism configured to move the car-
rier structure 108 up and down and to hold it in at a spec-
ified vertical level comprises a first and second belt 109
attached to the carrier structure 108. The belt is driven
by respective pulley wheels 110 on a drive shaft 111 cou-
pled to an electrical motor 112. The hoist mechanism is
mainly situated at a lower portion of the vertical lift storage
system to ease maintenance access.
[0074] The carrier structure 108 can move the load
item situated thereon sideways in a longitudinal direction
of the carrier structure 108 by means of its second trans-
portation means (not shown in detail). It can insert and
withdraw a load item into and from the storage rack by
means of its first transportation means (not shown in de-
tail). The carrier structure comprises elongated lateral
elements and transverse beams extending between the
lateral elements. The carrier structure 108 is sufficiently
long to span the full width of the storage rack and thus
to access the load items of all the columns of a rack sec-
tion 105.
[0075] Fig. 2 shows the first and second transportation
means configured as a unit. Fig. 2a is a perspective view;
fig. 2b is a first side view; fig. 2c is a second side view
and fig. 2d is a top view. The unit is generally designated
by reference numeral 201. In some embodiments the unit
201 is a self-supporting unit with a frame 202 carrying
the first transportation means 203 and the second trans-
portation means 204. The second transportation means
204 are embodied as rollers, where the rollers of the unit
201 are driven in common by a belt 205. Wheels 206 and
the rollers control the path of the belt 205. As shown, the
rollers are configured as an elongated cylinder (in some
embodiments divided into sections) and it has a depres-
sion reducing its diameter and fitted to give space for the
belt 205 driving the roller by a motor 207.
[0076] The first transportation means 203 has a vertical
support face configured to carry a load item on its face.
The support faces are held in a central position where it
would be within the bounds of the carrier structure 108
such that it can move freely up and down next to one or
more storage racks.
[0077] The frame 202 is in this view shown to carry
only some of its elements, but in some embodiments it
carries all or substantially all components of the first and
second transportation means.
[0078] In some embodiments a mechanism (not
shown) configured to raise or lower the unit 201 is dis-
posed on the carrier structure 108. The unit 201 is thereby
upwards and downwards movable relative to the carrier
structure 108. Such upwards and downwards movement
is typically about 2 cm, but it can be more e.g. 2.5 cm, 3
cm, or 4 cm, or less e.g. 1.8 cm, 1.5 cm or 1 cm.
[0079] In some embodiments the first transportation
means are mounted on the unit 201 and its mounting

frame 202, whereas the second transportation means
204 e.g. in the form of rollers are rotatable mounted on
lateral elements (not shown) of the carrier structure 108.
The lateral elements may comprise upwardly extending
flanges with holes for axels of the rollers. A unit 102 car-
ries the first transportation means 203. A mechanism (not
shown) configured to raise or lower the unit 201 is dis-
posed on the carrier structure 108. The first transporta-
tion means 203 on the unit 201 is thereby upwards and
downwards movable relative to the carrier structure 108
and the second transportation means. In some embodi-
ments one or more e.g. all units on a carrier structure are
configured to be raised by the mechanism at the same
time by the same drive (typically comprising a motor and
a belt or chain).
[0080] Motor 208 drives a belt or chain 209 that via
pulley wheels or toothed wheels 210; 211 in turn drives
belts or chains 212 for moving the first transportation
means in and out to either side of the carrier structure 108.
[0081] The view of fig. 2d thus shows a section of the
carrier floor corresponding to one unit. In this exemplary
embodiment, the carrier floor or more particularly a sec-
tion thereof is constituted by the rollers 204 and the plat-
forms 203.
[0082] Fig. 3 shows the first transportation means with
arms extended to one side and the second transportation
means. Fig. 3a is a perspective view; fig. 3b is a side
view; and fig. 3c is a top view. The arms 301 (also denoted
guide rails in the art) are telescopic and comprise multiple
(e.g. as shown three) sections where a one section is
attached to the frame 202, a second section is attached
to the support face 302 and a third (or more) section(s)
interconnect(s) the first and second section in a way that
allows the arm to perform a telescopic extension and
retraction. The third (and optionally more sections) allows
the support face to be fully outstretched beyond the
bounds or lateral elements of the carrier structure 108.
Thereby a load element can be securely placed in a stor-
age rack.
[0083] In order to move the support face 302, one or
more of the sections of the arm has a pin or hook (not
shown) on one or more of its sliding sections, where the
pin or hook is positioned relative to a transversely running
belt or chain 303 and a hook thereon (not shown) for
catching the pin and extending the arm in one direction
when the belt 303 moves in a first transverse direction
out to a first extended position and for retracting the arm
back to its central position when the belt moves in the
opposite direction. When the belt 303 moves further in
the opposite direction, it may extend the arm in the op-
posite direction to a second extended position. Thereby
the arm can serve opposing storage racks on opposite
sides of the carrier structure 108. The arms are shown
extended in the first extended position.
[0084] As described above, the first transportation
means are attached to the unit 201 and components
thereof are attached to a mounting frame 202. The rollers
204 are rotatable attached to the carrier frame. The first
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transportation means and its support faces can then be
raised or lowered relative to the carrier structure by lifting
the unit, whereas the rollers have a fixed vertical position
relative to the carrier structure 108. The unit can be lifted
by a mechanism (not shown) that in some embodiments
comprises a vertically disposed threaded rod (e.g. four
per unit), where a pulley wheel or toothed wheel is fixedly
attached to the threaded rod. A belt or chain is driven by
a motor and is arranged in a path to rotate the vertically
disposed threaded rod(s). The threaded rod disposed in
a hole to engage with an internal thread such that the
threaded rod moves up and down by rotating the rod.
The rod is attached rotatable to the unit. This mechanism
can then move the unit and the first transport means
thereof vertically relative to the carrier structure.
[0085] In other embodiments, the units of a carrier
structure can be fixed on a frame structure that can be
raised or lowered to move all the units in concert. The
mechanism is then attached to raise or lower the frame
structure carrying the units.
[0086] In some embodiments the arm with rail guide
and platform is movable up and down relative to the
mounting frame 202 of the carrier structure e.g. by means
of a pulley wheel or toothed wheel, where the wheel is
rotatable mounted on the mounting frame 202 and the
guide rail is fixed by a eccentrically positioned pivot to
the wheel, whereby a motor driving the wheel by a belt
can raise the arm when it turns one way and lower the
arm when it turns the other way. The distance from the
centre of the wheel to the pivot determines the extent of
the vertical movement.
[0087] Alternatively, a sax lift can be used to elevate
the arm. Hydraulics and/or pneumatic cylinders may al-
ternatively or additionally be used to elevate the arm. Any
combination of the above mechanisms to lift the first
transportation means can be employed.
[0088] Fig. 4 shows arms of the first transportation
means extended to the other side. Fig. 4a is a perspective
view; fig. 4b is a first side view; fig. 4c is a second side
view and fig. 4d is a top view. With respect to the above
description of figure 3, the arms are extended to the sec-
ond extended position. The elements shown in figure 4
are mentioned in connection with figure 2 and 3.
[0089] Fig. 5 shows different views of the first and sec-
ond transportation means. Fig. 5a is a perspective view
from above and fig. 5b is a perspective view from below.
It can be seen that the belt 205 driving the rollers 204
follows a path going around the first transportation means
moving in the transverse direction. The support faces
302 are shown in an extended position.
[0090] Fig. 6 shows the transportation means with
guides. The transportation means are installed on a
frame as a unit 201 as described above. Between such
units 201 a guide 601 is disposed. The guide is configured
to keep the load unit in place when it is moved in the
transverse direction and is configured to be controllably
raised or lowered. As shown, in some embodiments, two
guides 601 are disposed on either side of a section of

the carrier structure and/or on either side of a unit 201.
One or more guides can be installed on the frame as a
component of the unit. The guide 601 can be raised and
lowered by conventional techniques e.g. by means of
cam wheel driven by a motor or by other means.
[0091] Fig. 7 shows an embodiment of the vertical lift
comprising rollers and a movable clutch. Fig. 7a is a per-
spective view; fig. 7b is a side view; and fig. 7c is a top
view. The carrier structure 108 (i.e. the vertical lift) com-
prises lateral elements 702. Transversely disposed roll-
ers 703 performs the sideways shifting or moving of load
items 704.
[0092] A clutch 705 is embodied as a movable element
(also denoted a vehicle) mechanically coupled to parallel
spindles 706 disposed parallel to the rollers 703. The
clutch is thus configured to travel in the transverse direc-
tion by rotation of the spindles 706. The spindles are driv-
en by an electrical motor.
[0093] The clutch 705 comprises a shaft (not shown)
extending in the transverse direction through the mova-
ble element and is configured with cams or rotatable
grabbing arms that by rotation can be raised upwardly to
engage with a groove, depression or upwardly extending
hollow compartment or downwardly extending flange or
the like of a load item. When the clutch is engaged with
a load item and the movable element moves, driven by
the spindles, the load item can be inserted into and with-
drawn from the storage rack by pushing or dragging the
load item along. Cams or grapping arms are provided at
either side of the movable element to enable insertion
into or withdrawing from opposing storage racks (cf. fig.
7c where load items 704 are disposed at opposing sides
of the carrier structure 108). The clutch is configured to
reach out over the bounds of the carrier structure (which
may be defined by its lateral elements) in order reach out
to a load item which is to be placed at a certain clearance
distance from the carrier structure in the transverse di-
rection.
[0094] Fig. 8 shows an embodiment of the vertical lift
in connection with a load/unload table. Fig. 8a is a per-
spective view and fig. 8b is a side view. It is shown that
the carrier structure 108 is disposed at the same vertical
level as a horizontal flat shelf 802 disposed at a distant
side of the carrier structure. Normally, the shelf 802 is
arranged as a shelf in a storage rack system with a mul-
titude of shelf stories (or levels). At the nearest side of
the carrier structure 108 a downwardly inclined counter
803 is disposed. Next to the counter 803 a horizontal
counter 804 or shelf 804 is disposed.
[0095] In some embodiments the counter 803 or 804
is configured with means for inclining the desktop down-
wardly towards the operator to ease his/hers access to
the load items and to bring it to a substantial horizontal
position, when load items are retrieved there from or
placed thereon by the first transportation means. The el-
evation and/or inclination of the counter can be effectu-
ated by a linear actuator, a cylinder or other means known
in the art.
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[0096] Fig. 9 shows multiple vertical lift storage sys-
tems with respective vertical lifts. The respective systems
901, 902, 903 are shown as an exemplary configuration
of a storage system. The respective systems 901, 902,
903 are arranged in an end-to-end configuration forming
a first (distant) side of a storage rack and a second (near-
est) side of a storage rack. Each side of the storage rack
has three sections. The carrier structures are thereby
also arranged end-to-end. Thereby the load items can
be conveyed across respective end portions of the carrier
structures in a longitudinal direction from one system to
another. In some embodiments, a transmission section
is disposed as a bridge (transmission section) for moving
load items from one respective carrier structure to anoth-
er.
[0097] The load items stored in the respective systems
are retrievable by a respective carrier structure (lift). The
lift of the system 903 is at its uppermost vertical position
where it can access the load items stored at the upper-
most level. The lift of the system 902 is at an intermediate
vertical position. It can be seen that the load items are
stored in a modular structure. The load items are sup-
ported by brackets as described in the above.
[0098] Fig. 10 shows multiple vertical lift storage sys-
tems with a cover that has a front opening and a sideways
opening. The cover 1002 comprises the front opening
1004 (also denoted a first feed opening) and a sideways
opening 1003 (also denoted a second feed opening).
[0099] Fig. 11 shows multiple vertical lift storage sys-
tems with a horizontal conveyor system. The respective
systems 1101, 1102, 1103 are shown as an exemplary
configuration of a storage system. The respective sys-
tems 1101, 1102, 1103 are arranged in an end-to-end
configuration as described above.
[0100] The multiple vertical lift storage systems com-
prises a conveyor 1104 that extends through the respec-
tive systems 1101, 1102, 1103 or rather the storage racks
thereof. The conveyor can thereby shift or move load
items sideways on the conveyor from one system to an-
other, which may be a neighbouring system or a more
distantly disposed system. The conveyor is disposed
such that the first transportation means can insert and
withdraw load items onto and from the conveyor when
the carrier structure is in vertical level with the conveyor
i.e. typically within the bounds of a storage rack so as
not to interfere with the upwardly and downwardly moving
carrier structures (lifts) which are all designated by ref-
erence numeral 108. In some embodiments, the convey-
or runs along an upwards or downwards extending path.
[0101] Generally, the multiple vertical lift storage sys-
tems can be arranged in other interconnecting configu-
rations than an end-to-end configuration. For instance
the conveyor can run along a curved or straight path out-
side and between two respective vertical lift storage sys-
tems.
[0102] Generally, for the sake of clarity, not all compo-
nents of a working vertical lift storage system are shown.
[0103] Fig. 12 shows a front view of load units in a

storage rack and a carrier structure. The load units are,
in this exemplary embodiment, arranged in four columns
or stacks: C1, C2, C3 and C4. The four columns, extends
over a width w in a lateral direction and has six vertical
levels: L1, L2, L3, L4, L5 and L6, extending over the
height h in a vertical direction. As shown four of the load
units are designated A, B, C and D, where e.g. load unit
’A’ is located in the leftmost column, C1, at vertical level
L5.
[0104] The carrier structure 108 has four sections
1202, 1203, 1204, and 1205 mounted on parallel lateral
elements 702. The sections extend laterally to match the
width of a column. Also, although not shown in this view,
the sections extend in a transverse direction to match
the depth of the load units.
[0105] Each section 1202, 1203, 1203, 1204, and 1205
of the carrier structure comprises the first and second
transportation means. The second transportation means
are configured with multiple drive means for driving re-
spective multiple sections individually from one another
and/or in synchronism. The first transportation means
are configured with multiple drive means for inserting and
withdrawing load units from/to respective sections indi-
vidually from one another and/or in synchronism. This is
illustrated further below with reference to fig. 13 and fig.
12 in combination.
[0106] Fig. 13 illustrates in front-view different, exem-
plary, loading situations of the carrier structure; insert
and withdraw operations; and sideways shifting opera-
tions. Generally, symbol ’(’ illustrates a situation where
a load unit is withdrawn from a storage rack in front of
the carrier structure and onto the carrier structure. A left
or right arrow depicted ’←’ and ’→’ illustrates a situation
where a load unit is shifted sideways to the left or right
from one section to another; from one section to a neigh-
bouring section or across one or more sections. Symbol
’⊗’ illustrates a situation where a load unit is offloaded
from the carrier structure and into the storage rack or
onto a desk.
[0107] The situations are based on retrieving boxes
stored as shown in fig. 12 and based on an allocation
strategy where the boxes in the rack are assigned to po-
sitions on the lift. The allocation strategy may be based
on different strategies e.g. by moving a box the shortest
distance on the lift, by distributing weight evenly on the
lift, by some position that is selected for further handling
of the boxes when they are offloaded from the lift, or any
other strategy.
[0108] Seven situations are designated by roman num-
bers I-VII. In a first situation, I, the carrier structure (for
short denoted ’lift’) is moved to level L5 and the load unit
(for short denoted ’box’) A is withdrawn from the leftmost
column of the storage rack and onto the lift to its corre-
sponding leftmost position (1st). In situation II box A is
shifted across all sections of the lift to the rightmost po-
sition (4th). In situation III the lift has been moved to level
L4 and box B is withdrawn to the leftmost position (1st).
Situation II may take place while the lift is at level L5, or
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while it travels from level L5 to L4, or while it is at level
L4 but before box B is withdrawn.
[0109] In situation IV the lift has moved to level L3 and
box C is withdrawn onto the lift at its 3rd position. The box
C is then moved left from 3rd to 2nd position to give room
for box D located below in the same column as illustrated
in situation V. Thus, box C is moved from one section to
a neighbouring section by activating respective sections
3 and 2, while sections 1 and 4 are operated to keep their
boxes at stand still. In situation VI box D is withdrawn.
[0110] In situation VII the lift has been moved to a level
L0 for offloading all boxes (as shown) or for offloading
only a selected subgroup thereof. As indicated by symbol
’⊗’ and the dashed box X, the boxes can be offloaded to
a front opening or as indicated by the the arrow, the boxes
can be offloaded to a side opening. The boxes may be
offloaded from the lift and onto a conveyor belt as de-
scribed in the above.
[0111] Fig. 14 illustrates in a top-view different loading
situations; insert and withdraw operations; and sideways
shifting operations. The situations in fig. 13 are shown in
a top-view, where the lift shaft an area 1402 and the stor-
age rack has an area 1401. In the shown example, the
storage rack is located only on a front side of the lift.
[0112] In situation VII(a) all boxes or a selected sub-
group of them are offloaded in a forward direction; where-
as in situation VII(b) the boxes are shifted sideways by
operating the drive means of the sections of the lift in
synchronism.
[0113] Fig. 15 shows a flowchart for a method of op-
erating a carrier structure in a vertical lift storage system.
The method starts in step 1 and goes to step 2 to get
rack coordinates of the collection of boxes that is included
in an order. The coordinates may be manually entered
by an operator or retrieved, received or loaded from an
order dispatch system. In step 3 the coordinates are proc-
essed to allocate rack coordinates to positions on the lift
according to a predetermined allocation strategy subject
to some type of optimisation. Moreover, a sequence of
lift movements, load unit retrievals and sideways shifting
thereof is planned. Optionally an offloading sequence is
planned. Thus after step 3 the following is known:

- at what positions (coordinates) to retrieve load units
or boxes at in a storage rack,

- at what section or position to place them on the lift,
and

- the sequence of movements of the vertical lift and
its transportation means.

[0114] In step 4 the vertical lift system begins its se-
quence of movements by moving to a first level (e.g. the
topmost level in the sequence). When arrived at the level,
a box at coordinates in the sequence is retrieved in step
5 by activating selected first transportation means to re-
trieve the box and load it onto the lift at its allocated po-
sition. In step 7 it is examined whether there are one or
more boxes to retrieve at the same level. In the affirmative

event (Y), the method continues via step 8 to retrieve an
additional box in step 5 as explained above. In the non-
affirmative event (N) the method continues to step 9 to
examine whether there are more boxes to retrieve in the
order (sequence). In the affirmative event (Y), a next level
in the sequence is selected in step 11 via step 10 and
the method resumes at step 4 to move the lift to that level
and continue as described above.
[0115] In the non-affirmative event (N), there are no
more boxes to retrieve according to the sequence, and
the lift is moves in step 12 to a vertical level where the
lift can be offloaded (also denoted an unload position).
In step 13 the boxes are offloaded either by activation of
the first transportation means and/or by means of the
second transportation means to provide a sideways of-
fload of the lift. In step 14 the boxes in the sequence are
retrieved (retrieval is completed) and the method ends.
[0116] It is to be understood that the above description
is given to a person skilled in the art who would under-
stand how to incorporate the additional details to make
such a system run and work reliably and safely.

Claims

1. A vertical lift storage system for inserting and with-
drawing load units into and from a storage rack (105),
comprising:

a storage rack configured to store load units;
a lift system with an upwardly and downwardly
movable carrier structure (108), wherein the car-
rier structure is configured with a carrier floor for
carrying multiple load units at respective multi-
ple sections thereof and with first transportation
means (203) configured to insert and withdraw
respective load units into and from the storage
rack; wherein the carrier structure is configured
with second transportation means (204) for shift-
ing load units sideways across the carrier floor,
between its sections;

the second transportation means compris-
es one or more rollers (204) disposed be-
tween two neighbouring first transportation
means; wherein the first transportation
means are elongated and arranged parallel
to the rollers to accommodate movement to
insert and withdraw respective load units in-
to and from the storage rack in a transverse
direction;
the first transportation means are config-
ured with:

- a support face (302);
- a telescopic arm (301) configured to
move the support face in and out in the
transverse direction, characterized in
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that it comprises:

- means to lower and raise the sup-
port face relative to the carrier
structure;

wherein the first transportation means are con-
figured as a lifting type which is lowered slightly
below a load unit to leave the load while it slides
below or is slightly raised to lift a load unit and
thereby to insert or withdraw a load unit;
wherein the first transportation means are con-
figured with drive means for raising and lowering
load units on respective sections in synchronism
relative to the carrier floor; and
wherein the first transportation means are con-
figured with multiple drive means for inserting
and withdrawing load units from/to respective
sections individually from one another and for
inserting and withdrawing load units from/to re-
spective sections in synchronism.

2. A vertical lift according to claim 1, wherein the second
transportation means are configured with multiple
drive means (205) for driving respective multiple sec-
tions individually from one another and for driving
respective multiple sections in synchronism.

3. A vertical lift storage system according to claims 1-2,
wherein the rollers are rotatable attached to the car-
rier structure; and wherein the first transportation
means (203) and its support faces can then be raised
or lowered relative to the carrier structure by lifting
the unit, whereas the rollers have a fixed vertical po-
sition relative to the carrier structure.

4. A vertical lift storage system according to claims 1-3,

- where the transportation means (203,204) are
arranged in an array of sections;
- where the first transportation means (203; 703)
of a respective section can be in a first mechan-
ical state wherein it is engaged for moving a re-
spective load container and a second mechan-
ical state where it is disengaged from the re-
spective load container;
- where a transition from the first mechanical
state to the second mechanical state takes place
while a respective load container is situated on
the respective section; and
- where the respective load container is leaved
by the first transportation means in contact with
the second transportation means (204; 705,706)
for the load container to be moved by frictional
contact.

5. A vertical lift storage system according to claim 1 to
4, each section comprising:

- guides (601) that are configured to keep the
load unit in place when it is moved in the trans-
verse direction; where the guides (601) are con-
trollably raised or lowered.

6. A vertical lift storage system according to any of
claims 1-5, comprising: a feed opening to place the
multiple load units at a counter, where an operator
can access the load items.

7. A vertical lift storage system according to any of
claims 1-6, comprising:

- a cover (1002) enclosing the vertical lift system
configured to shield off the interior of the system
from undesired interference;
said cover comprising a first feed opening (1004)
extending in the longitudinal direction and/or a
second feed opening (1003) in the transverse
direction.

8. A vertical lift storage system according to any of
claims 1-7, comprising opposing storage racks
wherein the lift system is arranged with its carrier
structure in a shaft disposed between the opposing
storage racks; wherein the first storage means can
extend in a forward direction to withdraw or insert a
load unit from/to a storage rack or a section thereof
in the forward direction; additionally the first trans-
portation means is configured to extend in a back-
ward direction to withdraw or insert a load unit from/to
a storage rack or a section thereof in the backward
direction relative to the carrier structure.

9. A method of operating a carrier structure in a vertical
lift storage system according to any of claims 1-9,
comprising the steps of:

- moving the carrier structure (108) to a first ver-
tical level;
- activating first transportation means to with-
draw a first load unit from a predetermined col-
umn in a storage rack arranged next to the car-
rier structure and place it on a respective section
on a carrier floor of the carrier structure; where-
by:

- activating second drive means to shift the
first load unit sideways across the carrier
floor from its respective section to another
section on the carrier floor.

10. A method according to claim 9, comprising:

- activating first transportation means a further
time to withdraw a second load unit from the
predetermined column in the storage rack and
place it on the respective section on a carrier
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floor of the carrier structure.

11. A method according to claim 10, comprising:

- moving the carrier structure to a second vertical
level, different from the first vertical level, to per-
form withdrawing of the second load unit from
the second vertical level.

12. A method according to claim 9-11, comprising:

- performing the activation of the first drive
means and the activation of the second drive
means of respective sections contemporane-
ously while third drive means of a third section
to shift a load unit sideways are controlled to
stand still.

13. A method according to claim 9-12 comprising:

- raising a stop element at one side of a desti-
nation section such that it remains in a raised
position while a load unit is moved sideways,
from the opposite side, to that destination sec-
tion.

14. A computer loaded with a programme for performing
the method according to any of claims 9-13.

15. A Computer-readable medium encoded with a pro-
gramme for performing the method according to any
of claims 9-14 when run on a computer.

Patentansprüche

1. Lagerungssystem mit vertikalem Hub zum Einset-
zen und Zurückziehen von Ladeeinheiten in ein La-
gergestell und aus einem Lagergestell (105), umfas-
send:

ein zum Lagern von Ladeeinheiten ausgebilde-
tes Lagergestell;
ein Hubsystem mit einer nach oben und nach
unten beweglichen Trägerstruktur (108), wobei
die Trägerstruktur mit einem Trägerboden zum
Tragen von mehreren Ladeeinheiten an jewei-
ligen mehreren Abschnitten davon und mit ers-
ten Transportmitteln (203) ausgestattet ist, die
zum Einsetzen und Zurückziehen jeweiliger La-
deeinheiten in das Lagergestell und aus dem
Lagergestell ausgebildet sind; wobei die Träger-
struktur mit zweiten Transportmittel (204) zum
seitlichen Verschieben von Ladeeinheiten quer
über den Trägerboden zwischen ihren Abschnit-
ten ausgestattet ist;
die zweiten Transportmittel eine oder mehrere
Rolle(n) (204) umfassen, die zwischen zwei be-

nachbarten ersten Transportmitteln angeordnet
sind; wobei die ersten Transportmittel länglich
sind und parallel zu den Rollen zur Aufnahme
einer Bewegung zum Einsetzen und Zurückzie-
hen jeweiliger Ladeeinheiten in das Lagergestell
und aus dem Lagergestell in eine Querrichtung
angeordnet sind; wobei die ersten Transportmit-
tel mit Folgendem ausgebildet sind:

- einer Auflagefläche (302);
- einem zum Hineinbewegen und Hinaus-
bewegen der Auflagefläche in der Querrich-
tung ausgebildeten Teleskoparm (301),

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass es Folgendes
umfasst:

- Mittel zum Absenken und Anheben der
Auflagefläche in Bezug auf die Trägerstruk-
tur; wobei die ersten Transportmittel als ein
Hebevorrichtungstyp ausgebildet sind, der
unter eine Ladeeinheit leicht abgesenkt
wird, um die Last zu verlassen, während sie
nach unten gleitet, oder leicht angehoben
wird, um eine Ladeeinheit anzuheben und
dadurch eine Ladeeinheit einzusetzen oder
zurückzuziehen; wobei die ersten Trans-
portmittel mit Antriebsmitteln zum synchro-
nen Anheben und Absenken von Ladeein-
heiten auf jeweiligen Abschnitten in Bezug
auf den Trägerboden ausgestattet sind; und

wobei die ersten Transportmittel mit mehreren
Antriebsmitteln zum Einsetzen und Zurückzie-
hen von Ladeeinheiten von/zu jeweiligen Ab-
schnitten einzeln voneinander und zum syn-
chronen Einsetzen und Zurückziehen von La-
deeinheiten von/zu jeweiligen Abschnitten aus-
gestattet sind.

2. Lagerungssystem mit vertikalem Hub nach An-
spruch 1, wobei die zweiten Transportmittel mit meh-
reren Antriebsmitteln (205) zum Treiben jeweiliger
mehrerer Abschnitte einzeln voneinander und zum
synchronen Treiben jeweiliger mehrerer Abschnitte
ausgestattet sind.

3. Lagerungssystem mit vertikalem Hub nach An-
spruch 1-2, wobei die Rollen an der Trägerstruktur
drehbar befestigt sind; und wobei die ersten Trans-
portmittel (203) und ihre Auflageflächen dann durch
Anheben der Einheit in Bezug auf die Trägerstruktur
angehoben oder abgesenkt werden können, wobei
die Rollen eine feste vertikale Position in Bezug auf
die Trägerstruktur aufweisen.

4. Lagerungssystem mit vertikalem Hub nach An-
spruch 1-3,
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- wobei die Transportmittel (203,204) in einer
Reihe von Abschnitten angeordnet sind;
- wobei sich die ersten Transportmittel (203;
703) eines jeweiligen Abschnitts in einem ersten
mechanischen Zustand, in welchem sie sich
zum Bewegen eines jeweiligen Lastbehälters im
Eingriff befinden, und in einem zweiten mecha-
nischen Zustand, in welchem sie von dem je-
weiligen Lastbehälter gelöst sind, befinden kön-
nen;
- wobei ein Übergang von dem ersten mecha-
nischen Zustand in den zweiten mechanischen
Zustand stattfindet, während sich ein jeweiliger
Lastbehälter auf dem jeweiligen Abschnitt be-
findet; und
- wobei der jeweilige Lastbehälter durch die ers-
ten Transportmittel in Kontakt mit den zweiten
Transportmitteln (204; 705, 706) gelassen wird,
damit der Lastbehälter durch Reibungskontakt
bewegt werden kann.

5. Lagerungssystem mit vertikalem Hub nach An-
spruch 1 bis 4, wobei jeder Abschnitt umfasst:

- Führungen (601), die zum Festhalten der La-
deeinheit ausgebildet sind, wenn sie in der
Querrichtung bewegt wird; wobei die Führungen
(601) lenkbar angehoben oder abgesenkt wer-
den.

6. Lagerungssystem mit vertikalem Hub nach einem
der Ansprüche 1-5, umfassend: eine Zuführöffnung
zum Platzieren der mehreren Ladeeinheiten auf ei-
nen Schalter, wo ein Betreiber auf die Ladeeinheiten
zugreifen kann.

7. Lagerungssystem mit vertikalem Hub nach einem
der Ansprüche 1-6, umfassend:

- eine das System mit vertikalem Hub umgeben-
de Abdeckung (1002), welche zur Abschirmung
des Inneren des Systems gegen ungewollte Be-
einflussungen ausgebildet ist;
wobei die Abdeckung eine erste sich in der
Längsrichtung erstreckende erste Zuführöff-
nung (1004) und/oder eine sich in der Querrich-
tung erstreckende zweite Zuführöffnung (1003)
umfasst.

8. Lagerungssystem mit vertikalem Hub nach einem
der Ansprüche 1-7, umfassend gegenüberliegende
Lagergestelle, wobei das Hubsystem mit seiner Trä-
gerstruktur in einem zwischen den gegenüberliegen-
den Lagergestellen angeordneten Schaft angeord-
net ist; wobei sich die ersten Lagerungsmittel in eine
Vorwärtsrichtung zum Zurückziehen oder Einsetzen
einer Ladeeinheit von/zu einem Lagergestell oder
einem Abschnitt davon in die Vorwärtsrichtung er-

strecken können; zusätzlich die ersten Transportmit-
tel dazu ausgebildet sind, sich ein eine Rückwärts-
richtung zum Zurückziehen oder Einsetzen einer La-
deeinheit von/zu einem Lagergestell oder einem Ab-
schnitt davon in die Rückwärtsrichtung in Bezug auf
die Trägerstruktur zu erstrecken.

9. Verfahren zum Betreiben einer Trägerstruktur in ei-
nem Lagerungssystem mit vertikalem Hub nach ei-
nem der Ansprüche 1-9, umfassend die folgenden
Schritte:

- Bewegen der Trägerstruktur (108) zu einer ers-
ten vertikalen Ebene;
- Aktivieren erster Transportmittel, um eine erste
Ladeeinheit von einer vorgegebenen Säule in
einem Lagergestell, das neben der Trägerstruk-
tur angeordnet ist, zurückzuziehen, und sie auf
einem jeweiligen Abschnitt auf einem Trägerbo-
den der Trägerstruktur zu platzieren; wobei:
- Aktivieren der zweiten Antriebsmittel zum seit-
lichen Verschieben der ersten Ladeeinheit über
den Trägerboden von ihrem jeweiligen Ab-
schnitt zu einem anderen Abschnitt auf dem Trä-
gerboden.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9, umfassend:

- Aktivieren erster Transportmittel für einen wei-
teren Zeitraum, um eine zweite Ladeeinheit von
der vorgegebenen Säule in dem Lagergestell
zurückzuziehen und sie auf dem jeweiligen Ab-
schnitt auf einem Trägerboden der Trägerstruk-
tur zu platzieren.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, umfassend:

- Bewegen der Trägerstruktur zu einer zweiten
vertikalen Ebene, die sich von der ersten verti-
kalen Ebene unterscheidet, zur Durchführung
des Zurückziehens der zweiten Ladeeinheit von
der zweiten vertikalen Ebene.

12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9-11, umfassend:

- Durchführung der gleichzeitigen Aktivierung
der ersten Antriebsmittel und der Aktivierung der
zweiten Antriebsmittel jeweiliger Abschnitte,
wobei dritte Antriebsmittel eines dritten Ab-
schnitts zum seitlichen Verschieben einer Lade-
einheit zum Stillstehen gesteuert werden.

13. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9-12, umfassend:

- Anheben eines Anschlagselements an einer
Seite eines Zielabschnitts derart, dass es in ei-
ner angehobenen Position verbleibt, während
eine Ladeeinheit seitlich, von der entgegenge-
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setzten Seite, zu diesem Zielabschnitt bewegt
wird.

14. Computer, der mit einem Programm zum Durchfüh-
ren des Verfahrens nach einem der Ansprüche 9-13
geladen ist.

15. Computerlesbares Medium, das mit einem Pro-
gramm zum Durchführen des Verfahrens nach ei-
nem der Ansprüche 9-14 kodiert ist, wenn es auf
einem Computer läuft.

Revendications

1. Système de stockage à levage vertical pour insérer
et retirer des unités de chargement dans et depuis
une étagère de stockage (105), comprenant :

une étagère de stockage configurée pour stoc-
ker des unités de chargement ; un système de
levage pourvu d’une structure porteuse mobile
vers le haut et vers le bas (108), dans lequel la
structure porteuse est configurée avec un plan-
cher porteur pour porter plusieurs unités de
chargement à plusieurs sections respectives de
celui-ci et avec des premiers moyens de trans-
port (203) configurés pour insérer et retirer des
unités de chargement respectives dans et de-
puis l’étagère de stockage ; dans lequel la struc-
ture porteuse est configurée avec des deuxiè-
mes moyens de transport (204) pour déplacer
des unités de chargement latéralement à travers
le plancher porteur entre ses sections ;
les deuxièmes moyens de transport comprenant
un ou plusieurs rouleaux (204) disposés entre
deux premiers moyens de transport
avoisinants ; dans lequel les premiers moyens
de transport sont allongés et arrangées parallè-
lement aux rouleau pour recevoir un mouve-
ment pour insérer et retirer des unités de char-
gement respectives dans et depuis l’étagère de
stockage ; les premiers moyens de transport
étant configurés avec :

- une face d’appui (302) ;
- un bras télescopique (301) configuré pour
faire entrer et sortir la face de support dans
la direction transversale, caractérisé en ce
qu’il comprend :

- des moyens pour monter et descen-
dre la face d’appui par rapport à la
structure porteuse ; dans lequel les
premiers moyens de transport sont
configurés sous la forme d’un type de
levage qui est abaissé légèrement en
dessous d’une unité de chargement

pour laisser la charge pendant qu’il
coulisse en dessous ou est légèrement
surélevé pour soulever une unité de
chargement et ainsi insérer ou retirer
une unité de chargement ; dans lequel
les premiers moyens de transport sont
configurés avec des moyens d’entraî-
nement pour lever et abaisser les uni-
tés de chargement sur des sections
respectives en synchronisme par rap-
port au plancher porteur ; et

dans lequel les premiers moyens de transport
sont configurés avec plusieurs moyens d’entraî-
nement pour insérer et retirer des unités de char-
gement de / à des sections respectives indivi-
duellement les unes des autres et pour insérer
et retirer des unités de chargement de / à des
sections respectives en synchronisme.

2. Elévateur vertical selon la revendication 1, dans le-
quel les deuxièmes moyens de transport sont con-
figurés avec plusieurs moyens d’entraînement (205)
pour entraîner plusieurs sections respectives indivi-
duellement les uns à partir des autres et pour entraî-
ner plusieurs sections en synchronisme.

3. Système de stockage à levage vertical selon les re-
vendications 1 à 2, dans lequel les rouleaux peuvent
être fixés en rotation sur la structure porteuse ; et
dans lequel les premiers moyens de transport (203)
et ses faces de support peuvent ensuite être élevés
ou abaissés par rapport à la structure de support par
levage de l’unité, tandis que les rouleaux ont une
position verticale fixe par rapport à la structure de
support.

4. Système de stockage de levage vertical selon les
revendications 1 à 3,

- dans lequel les moyens de transport (203,204)
sont agencés en un réseau de sections ;
- dans lequel le premier moyen de transport
(203; 703) d’une section respective peut se trou-
ver dans un premier état mécanique dans lequel
il est engagé pour déplacer un conteneur de
chargement respectif et un deuxième état mé-
canique dans lequel il est désengagé du conte-
neur de chargement respectif ;
- dans lequel une transition du premier état mé-
canique au deuxième état mécanique a lieu
alors qu’un conteneur de chargement respectif
est situé sur la section respective ; et
- dans lequel le conteneur de chargement res-
pectif est laissé par le premier moyen de trans-
port en contact avec le deuxième moyen de
transport (204; 705, 706) pour que le conteneur
de chargement soit déplacé par contact de fric-
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tion.

5. Système de stockage de levage vertical selon les
revendications 1 à 4, chaque section comprenant :

- des guides (601) qui sont configurés pour
maintenir l’unité de chargement en place quand
elle est déplacée dans la direction transversale ;
les guides (601) étant élevés ou abaissés de
manière contrôlable.

6. Système de stockage de levage vertical selon les
revendications 1 à 5, comprenant : une ouverture
d’alimentation pour placer les multiples unités de
chargement au niveau d’un compteur, où un opéra-
teur peut accéder aux articles de chargement.

7. Système de stockage de levage vertical selon les
revendications 1 à 6, comprenant :

- un couvercle (1002) enfermant le système de
levage latéral configuré pour protéger l’intérieur
du système de brouillage indésirable ;
ledit couvercle comprenant une première ouver-
ture d’alimentation (1004) s’étendant dans la di-
rection longitudinale et / ou une deuxième ouver-
ture d’alimentation (1003) dans la direction
transversale.

8. Système de stockage de levage vertical selon les
revendications 1 à 7, comprenant des étagères de
stockage opposées dans lesquelles le système de
levage est agencé avec sa structure de support dans
un arbre disposé entre les étagères de stockage
opposées ; dans lequel les premiers moyens de
stockage peuvent s’étendre dans une direction
avant pour retirer ou insérer une unité de charge-
ment depuis / vers une étagère de stockage ou une
section de celle-ci dans la direction avant ; en outre,
le premier moyen de transport est configuré pour
s’étendre dans une direction arrière pour retirer ou
insérer une unité de chargement depuis / vers une
étagère de stockage ou une section de celle-ci dans
la direction arrière par rapport à la structure de sup-
port.

9. Procédé pour faire fonctionner une structure de sup-
port dans un système de stockage de levage vertical
selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 9,
comprenant les étapes consistant à :

- déplacer la structure porteuse (108) à un pre-
mier niveau vertical;
- activer des premiers moyens de transport de
manière à retirer une première unité de charge-
ment à partir d’une colonne prédéterminée dans
une étagère de stockage disposée à côté de la
structure porteuse et la placer sur une section

respective sur un plancher support de la struc-
ture porteuse ;
- activer des deuxièmes moyens de transport de
manière à déplacer la première unité de char-
gement latéralement à travers le plancher de
support à partir de sa section respective à une
autre section sur le plancher de support.

10. Procédé selon la revendication 9, comprenant :

- activer des premiers moyens de transport en-
core une fois de manière à retirer une deuxième
unité de chargement à partir de la colonne pré-
déterminée dans l’étagère de stockage disposé
et la placer sur la section respective sur un plan-
cher support de la structure porteuse.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 10, comprenant :

- déplacer la structure porteuse à un deuxième
niveau vertical, différent du premier niveau ver-
tical, pour effectuer le retrait de la deuxième uni-
té de chargement du deuxième niveau vertical.

12. Procédé selon les revendications 9 à 11,
comprenant :

- la mise en oeuvre de l’activation du premier
moyen d’entraînement et l’activation du deuxiè-
me moyen d’entraînement de sections respec-
tives simultanément tandis que des troisièmes
moyens d’entraînement d’une troisième section
pour déplacer une unité de chargement latéra-
lement sont commandés de manière à rester
immobile.

13. Procédé selon les revendications 9 à 12,
comprenant :

- le levage d’un élément d’arrêt d’un côté d’une
section de destination de telle sorte qu’il reste
dans une position relevée tandis qu’une unité
de chargement est déplacée latéralement, du
côté opposé, à cette section de destination.

14. Ordinateur chargé avec un programme pour exécu-
ter le procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations 9 à 13.

15. Support lisible par ordinateur et codé avec un pro-
gramme pour exécuter le procédé selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications 9 à14 lorsqu’il est exé-
cuté sur un ordinateur.
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